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A year of faerie magic and beauty awaits you. Vividly illustrated by renowned fantasy artist Linda

Ravenscroft, this gorgeous faerie calendar captures the whimsy and grace of achingly beautiful

nature spirits. Evocative portraits and scenesâ€•alive in sensuous detailâ€•bring us oh so close to

alluring nymphs, charming pixies, rapturous sprites, and other secretive, ethereal beings.

Llewellyn's 2015 Woodland Faeries CalendarÂ also features holidaysâ€•including major religious

and British holidaysâ€•as well as moon phase information.
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My favorite calendars are the Jane Shasky-illustrated ones by Lang. They have excellent linen-like

paper that is easy to write on, and the squares for each date are reasonably large. I bought such a

Shasky-Lang calendar for 2015, but alas, it duplicated 6 months and was missing the other 6

months. Because too much time had gone by when I realized this, I couldnâ€™t return the calendar.

So I had to decide what kind of new 2015 calendar I wanted to get. I could have bought another

Shasky-Lang calendar and hope for the best. Or not. I opted for the not: A, because they are

somewhat pricey, and B, I didnâ€™t want to have the same problem again.I decided to get this

calendar instead. The quality of paper is not as goodâ€”itâ€™s glossy and hard to write on. The date

squares are fairly small. But the pictures are gorgeous, and if Iâ€™m going to look at certain things

every day, I want them to be beautiful and inspiring, which these pictures are. So yes, I am very

pleased with my purchase.



This may be my 3rd year getting her calendar? Maybe second...anyway, I will continue to get them

in the future. So beautiful, every image. And I somehow find the title of each image to set the tone

for the month, like a little forecast of some sort. It's interesting. I also got the Women of Myth and

Magic by Kinuko Y. Craft 2015 Wall Calendar. I am now struggling with which one to keep at home

and which to take to work. Based on how long I feel I need to stare at each new month's image. :)

Don't wanna be at my desk at work and caught staring at my calendar all the time. LOL

I bought this calendar more for the illustrations than the dates. They are gorgeous! It's hanging in

my kitchen in a place where I can see it from my favorite chair in the living room. Although each

month's illustration is worthy of framing, it's quite pleasant to have art on display that changes

monthly. I definitely will buy the 2016 calendar!

Very beautiful, Linda Ravenscroft is one of my favorite fantasy artists. I didn't realize however, that

the calendar is basically a collection of prints from past calendars and not her true 2015 calendar.

I love the Woodland Faeries calenders. They have some of the most beautiful pictures, and if your

into faeries as I am you'll really enjoy this calendar. Iget one every year.

I have ordered these calendars every year for past 4 years, and never a disappointment. I will

continue to order as long as made each new year.

This is such a beautiful calander..love the detail of the prints and colors...it will be a pleasure to go

threw the year with this elegance.

I buy the Llewellyn calendars annually and this years' is just as great as they always are - and I look

forward to using it every day.
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